
Many people believe the modern obsession with fashion is a cause of discontent. To 

what extent do you agree? 

 

 

Is it amazing that half of the world's population go shopping everyday? Nowadays,having 

more choices in clothing turns into a heated issue that whether or not it is a good 

development . From my perspective , choices in fashion helps people look and live much 

better but many get obsessed with clothes which leads them to heavy debth. 

 

First of all,more selections with clothes make people look better which encourage them to 

the greater confidence. Report shows that 95% of people believe that how they dress is 

essential to their occupations , social relationships and so on. 

 

In addition, good choices in clothing means of having more malls , more factories, more 

companies. It is undeniable that the number of workers in those places increase sharply 

every year. According to Ms.Lauren, a famous designer, states that thanks to the grown 

of fashion industry many unemployed now have jobs and lives. 

 

On the other hand, as there are more styles of clothes, many become addictive and not all 

of them can pay for the shopping bills. It is stated that percentage of people go shopping 

with debit cards reach 97.98% which almost all confess themselves as "shoppaholic". 

And with debit cards, the debth grows until they have no other way but sell their own 

houses. 

 

In conclusion,the way of dressing gives people confidence and better lives but also has its 

drawback. In my point of view, the development of fashion is good if only people know 

how to make it a advantage. 

\ 

 

 
Isn’t it amazing that half of the world's population goes shopping everyday? Nowadays,having 
more choices in clothing is turns turning into a heated issue that and whether or not it is a good 
development is uncertain . From my perspective , choices in fashion helps people look and live 
much better but many get obsessed with clothes, which leads them into heavy debth. 
 
First of all,more selections with clothes make people look better which encourages them to have 
the greater confidence. Reports shows that 95% of people believe that how they dress is 
essential to their occupations , social relationships and so on. 
 
In addition, good choices in clothing means of having more malls , more factories, and more 
companies. It is undeniable that the number of workers in those places increases sharply every 
year. According to Ms.Lauren, a famous designer, states that thanks to the grown growth of the 
fashion industry many unemployed now have jobs and lives. 
 
On the other hand, as there are more styles of clothes, many become addictive addicted and not 
all of them can pay for the shopping bills. It is stated that the percentage of people who go 
shopping with debit cards reached 97.98%, which while almost all confess themselves as 
"shoppaholics". And Besides,. with debit cards, the debth grows until they have no other way but 
to sell their own houses. 
 



In conclusion, the way of dressing gives people confidence and better lives but also has its 
drawbacks. In my point of view, the development of fashion is good if only people know how to 
make it atake advantage of it. 
\ 

Your content is good, as is your organization. However you made too many tense errors 

(3
rd

 person) and chose the wrong word form a number of times. Good luck! Just be 

careful to use structures you know and then proofread. Less translation! Also, avoid the 

use of the phrase, 'and so on.' Better to complete the thought with 'and many other aspects 

of their lives.' 
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